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LIGHT-WEIGHT PERFECTION

Designed and manufactured in Switzerland — Assembled in the USA
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Built-in LED Lights

LED Light
Turnflex Shaft
Battery powered
Water resistant
Maintenance free
Swiss made

Flexible shaft & rotating head

Optional: disk guard

Trigger lock

Different disks and burrs for the TF

T-0101: Motor: All Terafloat shafts use the same 12V Milwaukee motor with a variable speed trigger. The trigger has new a locking mechanism. The motor features
an electronic shut-off protection when the grinding disk is blocked. The motor is fitted with powerful M12 Li-ion batteries, (standard 2.0Ah or optional up to 6.0Ah), and
it has a LED light indicator for the remaining charge of the batteries.
T-0154: Turnflex LED Shaft: The shaft is light weight with three built-in LED lights to illuminate the horse’s mouth. The shaft has a patent pending Turnflex ® mechanism that allows the shaft to be straight or in a 6 degree flexed position.
T-0180: Head: The head can be rotated in 90 degree increments. The head is easily changed and the grinding burrs and disks are interchangeable. Five different
grinding disks and grinding burrs are available. The head is water resistant and maintenance free. No lubrication is needed. A guard is available for the head when
used with the grinding disk. In this case the T3 disk is used. (T-0180G)
T-0157: Pony shaft: A straight shaft w/built in LED lights for caudal work with diamond burr - coming soon (June 2017)
T-0159: Terafloat incisor shaft: This short shaft with guarded grinding disk is designed for incisor work - coming soon (April 2017)

T-0004: Basic set

T-0007: basic plus set

T-0010: Standard Set

T-0050: advanced set

T-0056: Professional Set

T-0004: Terafloat basic set: Milwaukee 12V motor, 2.0 Ah batteries (2x), single charger, one turnflex ® shaft, one head with rotary disc T2 (or apple core burr A2),
and long carrying case or carrying bag.
T-0007: Terafloat basic plus set: Milwaukee 12V motor, 2.0 Ah batteries (2x), single charger, one turnflex ® shaft, one head with rotary disc, one head with apple
core burr and long carrying case or carrying bag.
T-0010: Terafloat standard set: Two Milwaukee 12V motors, 2.0 Ah batteries (4x), four-bay charger, two turnflex ® shaft, one head with rotary disc, one head with
apple core burr and large carrying case.
T-0050: Terafloat advanced set: Milwaukee 12V motor, 2.0 Ah batteries (4x), 4-bay charger, two turnflex ® shaft, one head with rotary disc, one head with apple
core burr, incisor shaft with large grinding/cutting disk, and large carrying case
T-0056: Terafloat professional set: Four Milwaukee 12V motors, 2.0 Ah batteries (6x), four-bay charger, two turnflex ® shaft, one head with rotary disc, one head
with apple core burr, incisor shaft with large grinding/cutting disk, pony shaft with LED lights, and large carrying case.

T-0202 Grinding disk coarse (T2)
T-0212 Apple core burr (A2)
T-0221 Cylindrical burr large (Z1)
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Designed and manufactured in Switzerland — Assembled in the USA

T-0125 Charger with dual Wall/Car plug
T-0306 Transport bag (for basic/eco set)
WWW.TERAFLOAT.COM

